We observe long-range 85 Rb and 87 Rb (24D+5S 1/2 ) Rydberg molecules for eight different spin couplings, with binding energies up to 440 MHz and sub-percent relative uncertainty. Isotopic effects of the molecular binding energies arise from the different masses and nuclear spins. Because the vibrational states involve different spin configurations and cover a wide range of internuclear separations, the states have different dependencies on the s-wave and p-wave scattering phase shifts for singlet and triplet scattering. This enables a comprehensive determination of all four scattering lengths from the spectroscopic data. Our unusually high temperature and low density (180 µK, 1 × 10 11 cm −3 ) suggest that the molecule excitation occurs through photo-assisted collisions.
The scattering of a Rydberg electron and a neutral ground-state atom is a unique mechanism of forming a molecular bond [1] , which is fundamentally different from covalent, ionic, or van der Waals bonds. Experimentally accessible characteristics of these "Rydbergground" molecules, such as vibrational energy levels and dipole moments, depend on the electron-atom scattering phase shifts in the sub-50-meV range. Measurements of their molecular binding energies can validate calculations of the scattering phase shifts and the structure of negative-ion resonances [2] [3] [4] [5] . The traditional method of studying low-energy-electron scattering phase shifts-using electron/atom beams-is difficult due to inherent energy spreads and space-charge electric fields. In contrast, Rydberg molecules are relatively convenient to prepare, as demonstrated by several groups [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and electric fields can be experimentally eliminated using Rydberg Stark spectroscopy [16] . Thus these systems emerge as a natural testbed of low-energy electron-atom scattering [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Low-energy electron scattering is also of interest in interdisciplinary topics. For instance, it can cause DNA strand breaks through the formation of negative-ion resonances [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
The Rydberg-ground molecular interaction may be described by a Fermi pseudopotential [28, 29] in which the ground-state atom is modeled as a point perturber of the electron. The perturbation strength is determined by energy-dependent scattering lengths a l (k), which are related to the scattering phase shifts η l (k) by a l (k) = − tan η l (k)/k 2l+1 , where k is the electron momentum and l is the scattering partial-wave order (s, p, ...). In the reference frame of the Rydberg ionic core, the scattering interaction is [29] :
where r and Rẑ are the positions of the Rydberg electron and perturber atom. Zero-energy scattering lengths have been extracted from measurements of the vibrational binding energies. Previous measurements of low-angular-momentum diatomic Rydberg-ground binding energies have spanned principal quantum numbers n = 26-45, angular momentum S, P, and D states, and atomic species rubidium, cesium, and strontium [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The s−wave and p−wave scattering lengths of Sr electron scattering, a s and a p , were extracted from S-state data [6] . In Rb and Cs electron-scattering, there are two relevant electrons. For Cs, the corresponding singlet and triplet s-wave scattering lengths, a S s and a T s , were extracted from mixed singlet-triplet resonances in P-states [7] using a model developed in [30] . In Rb, a [9] . Mixed singlet-triplet resonances in Rb Sstates [11] allowed an extraction of a S s after determining a T s from previous data [8, 12] . To our knowledge, a S p has not been measured for any species. Here, we measure the binding energies of 24D J −5S 1/2 85 Rb and 87 Rb molecular states for eight combinations of spin couplings, with fractional uncertainties as low as 0.2% for the deepest states. Unique sets of resonances for each combination reveal the dependence on the isotopic mass and, notably, the nuclear spin I 2 of the ground state atom. We fit the binding energies to 3.8 MHz rms deviation with a semi-empirical model and extract zero-energy scattering lengths a i l (0) for all four scattering channels, including a S p (0). We discuss why our relatively hot (temperature 180 µK) and dilute (density 10 11 cm −3 ) atom sample yields a surprisingly strong molecular signal.
The full Hamiltonian for the system is [30] :
whereĤ 0 is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed Rydberg electron (including its fine structure). The second term sums over both spin-dependent singlet (i=S) and triplet (i=T) scattering channels, using the projection operatorsP T =Ŝ 1 ·Ŝ 2 + 3/4,P S = 1 −P T (Ŝ 1 andŜ 2 are the electronic spins of the Rydberg and ground-state atom, respectively). The last term in Eq. (2) represents the hyperfine coupling of the ground-state-atom electron spinŜ 2 and nuclear spinÎ 2 , with the hyperfine coupling parameter A HFS . In Rb, A HFS is comparable to the energies of the scattering interactions (on the order of GHz). SinceÎ 2 becomes coupled in second order toŜ 1 througĥ P T andP S , the pure singlet potentials disappear and are replaced with mixed singlet-triplet potentials [10, 30] . These, in addition to the (nearly-pure) triplet potentials, can sustain molecular bound states, as has been observed in Cs [7] and Rb [11, 15] .
Solving the Hamiltonian at a series of intermolecular distances R, we obtain a set of potential energy curves (PECs) [1, 8] , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Following the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the PECs describe the vibrational motion. The hyperfine-mixed singlettriplet potentials ("shallow" potentials) have shallower wells and vary significantly depending on whether the ground-state-atom is in its upper or lower hyperfine state, F 2 = F > or F < . The shallow potentials for F < are always deeper than those for F > . The triplet potentials ("deep" potentials) are virtually unaffected by hyperfine mixing, and therefore independent of F 2 and I 2 .
The narrow molecular resonances in each PEC are found by solving the Schrödinger equation for the vibrational motion [30] . The result is a spectrum of vibrational states, the majority of which are mostly contained in the outermost potential wells (inset of Fig. 1(a) ).
In the experiment we photoassociate Rydberg molecules from cold Rb atoms out of a 1-D lattice dipole trap, which is loaded from a magneto-optical trap (MOT). An atom pair undergoes two-photon excitation to a (24D J +5S 1/2 ) pair state ( Fig. 1(b) ). The lowertransition (780-nm) frequency is fixed to be 0.5-1 GHz blue-detuned from the 5P 3/2 intermediate atomic state to mitigate scattering-induced heating, while the uppertransition (480-nm) frequency is scanned from the Rydberg atomic line to several hundred MHz below. A Rydberg molecule is excited when the detuning from the atomic line matches a molecular binding energy.
The excitation scheme has three options, corresponding to eight combinations of (I 2 , F 2 , J): (1) To observe the isotope (I 2 ) dependence, we adjust our MOT laser frequencies to trap either isotope. (2) To observe the hyperfine (F 2 ) dependence, we prepare the atoms in either F > or F < by turning off the repumper either at the same time as the cooling laser or 150 µs earlier. We adjust the 780-nm laser frequency according to our choice for (1) and (2) . Finally, (3) to observe 24D J = 3/2 or 5/2 Rydberg-ground molecules, the 480-nm laser frequency is changed by the Rydberg fine-structure splitting. Figure 2 shows the experimental geometry and the timing sequence. The lattice trap (1064-nm) is formed by a fundamental Gaussian mode of a near-concentric, invacuum cavity [31] with a trap depth of ∼40 MHz for Rb 5S 1/2 . The lattice trap loads ∼2×10 4 atoms from an overlapping MOT (Fig. 2(a) ) to generate an atom cloud of about 18 µm in diameter and 700 µm in length. Absorption imaging reveals a transverse temperature of ∼180 µK and central volume density of ∼1.6×10
11 cm −3 . Before photoassociation, we turn off both the MOT and the lattice trap to avoid light shifts. Several microseconds afterward, a 20-µs optical pulse of 780-nm and 480-nm light excites atoms to Rydberg atomic/molecular states. The 780-nm and 480-nm beams have respective waists of 20 µm and 100 µm and are co-aligned with the 1064-nm trap laser, creating an oblong excitation volume that overlaps well with the densest region of the atom cloud ( Fig. 2(b) ). The Rydberg-ground molecules autoionize into Rb + or Rb + 2 [32] or photoionize into Rb + via black-body radiation, yielding a single ion per molecule in any case. The number of ions detected by the microchannel plate [MCP; see Fig. 2(b) ] is our signal. Rydberg-Rydberg molecules are also produced [33] [34] [35] , but only a small fraction ionize spontaneously. Since the ion extraction electric field is too weak to field-ionize the Rydberg products, we preferentially detect Rydberg-ground molecules.
The molecular resonances in the photoassociation spectra shown in Fig. 3 are unique for each of the eight (I 2 , F 2 , J)-combinations. The upward trend of the background signal at small detunings is attributed to Rydberg-Rydberg molecules [33] . We assign the most prominent discrete peaks to the deep or shallow potentials of Rydberg-ground molecules, A/C or B/D in Fig. 1 , respectively, by comparison with the resonances predicted by the model discussed below. The binding energies, determined by Gaussian fits to the peaks, are marked with vertical lines and listed in Table I . The largest uncertainty contribution is a systematic arising from the upper-transition laser frequency calibration (typically 0.6-0.9 MHz), followed by statistical uncertainties caused by fluctuations in signal strength and the peak-fitting. The resultant relative uncertainties of the listed binding energies range between 0.2%, for the deepest bound 85 Rb-states found, and 0.4%. To our knowledge, this is lower than in previously reported results.
The identified peaks, with the exception of peaks D x , arise from the first or second vibrational resonances in the outer region of the PECs (R ≈ 800-1000a 0 , see Fig. 1 ). We observed no other prominent resonances up to 150 MHz below the deepest peaks in Figure 3 Table II . Zero-energy scattering lengths in a0 from fitting.
R ≈ 710a 0 ; they have weaker signals due to the reduced likelihood of finding ground-state atoms at smaller internuclear separations. Most unidentified peaks in Fig. 3 are higher vibrational resonances of the deep potentials. Their low signal strength may be attributed to the rapid oscillations in their vibrational wavefunctions (see inset of Fig. 1(a) ), leading to small Franck-Condon factors, and their short tunneling-induced lifetimes. The starkest difference among the spectra in Fig. 3 is between J=5/2 (right) and J=3/2 (left); the deepest resonances differ by up to 150 MHz. Since the molecular binding and the fine structure scale as n −6 and n −3 , respectively, the molecular binding exceeds the fine structure at low n. When this happens, the molecules are classified as Hund's case (a) [36, 37] and the lower J-value has the more deeply-bound molecular states. Molecules in Rb 24D J are very deep in the Hund's case (a) regime. The relevance of Hund's cases to Rydberg-ground molecules has been discussed in detail in Ref. [30] .
The largest difference among the rows in Fig. 3 and Table I is between the molecular resonances of the shallow potentials (i.e., the B and D peaks) for F < and for F > , which differ by up to 70 MHz. The strong dependence on F 2 is expected from the PECs in Fig. 1 . The B and D peaks also exhibit isotopic differences up to ∼10 MHz, which originate from the different hyperfinecoupling strengths A HFS , nuclear spins I 2 , and masses.
The A-peaks are similar for F > and F < but vary slightly between the two isotopes (see Fig. 3 and Table I). As the A-PECs are virtually identical, the variation is likely due to the isotopic mass difference. The heavier isotope has deeper binding energies because of its smaller vibrational frequencies. The two unlabeled resonances immediately to the right of A 2 (at −370 to −330 MHz) have a pronounced mass effect, suggesting that they correspond to states of the inner PEC wells at R ≈ 710a 0 in Fig. 1 .
To model the observed molecular resonances based on Egs. 1 and 2, four scattering-length functions a(k) are required. In our model, we use the short-range potential provided in Ref. [21] , integrate the radial Schrödinger equation, and evaluate the scattering wavefunction at a distance of 150a 0 from the perturber. The scattering length then follows from textbook equations [38] . We allow for an adjustable phase shift at 0.01a 0 , near the center of the perturber atom, which accounts for shortrange corrections of the Rb − scattering potential and is used to fine-tune the functions a(k).
Every set of four a(k) yields eight PECs through solving Eq. 2. From the PECs we obtain the vibrational resonances and determine their rms deviation from the 32 values in Table I . The four adjustable phases are varied and the procedure is repeated until the rms value is minimized (3.8 MHz). The corresponding molecular resonances are shown as triangles in Fig. 3 . In this calculation we have used a Rydberg-state basis size 20.1 ≤ n* ≤ 25.1, where n* is the effective principal quantum number. We believe this size sufficiently accounts for the Rydbergstate mixing caused by the perturber atom. We repeat the procedure for several basis sizes. The resultant scattering lengths a i l (0) and their variations among the trials are listed in Table II .
We are able to simultaneously fit the four scattering lengths because we use a large set of binding energies on PECs for a variety of spin cases, which have different sensitivities to the functions a i l (k). For instance, the inner-well resonances at 710a 0 (e.g. D x ) and 820a 0 (e.g. A 2 , B 1 , C 2 , D 1 ) depend strongly on a T p (whose shape resonance is responsible for the steep drop-off in Fig. 1(a) at 600a 0 ) and weakly on a In our model, we evaluate the scattering lengths at a finite radius of 150a 0 , corresponding to the typical size of the outermost lobe of the Rydberg-electron wavefunction for 24D. This effectively sets a lower limit to the k-value of interest and avoids the problem that for k → 0 the p-wave scattering lengths actually diverge [39] . However, the results for a S p (0) and a T p (0) depend slightly on the radius at which the scattering lengths are evaluated. Also, the Fermi model may have fundamental inaccuracies at low n, where the size of the perturber atom relative to the Rydberg wavefunction increases. This could possibly be addressed by using a Green's function calculation [21] , which may resolve minor discrepancies between our zeroenergy scattering lengths and previously quoted results for a [9] . To our knowledge, we are quoting a first result for a S p (0). The molecular signal reported in our work is achieved with atoms prepared at a temperature of ∼180 µK, densities of only 10 11 cm −3 , and a quantum state as low as n = 24. The strongest molecular lines produce a signal of about 1% of the ion signal on the atomic line (not shown in Fig. 3 ). This is surprising because under the given conditions the instantaneous probability of finding a ground-state atom within a Rydberg atom is only about 0.01%. This discrepancy may be resolved by interpreting the molecule excitations as photo-assisted collisions. Estimates show that the excitation pulse duration, Rydberg-excitation Rabi frequency, thermal velocities and atom density are such that during the excitation pulses the fraction of atom pairs that undergo collisons at distances of the typical vibrational bond length (∼800a 0 ) is sufficient to explain the molecular-signal strength. In a photo-assisted collision, the molecule excitation can be considered a non-adiabatic transition of atomic wave-packets between intersecting dressed-atom ground-ground and ground-Rydberg PEC's that are coupled by the Rydberg Rabi frequency. Further analysis of this scenario is ongoing.
In summary, we have presented an experiment and an analysis to quantify low-energy electron scattering in Rb Rydberg-ground molecules. The relatively low value of n, compared to other works, leads to a pronounced sensitivity of our results to p-wave scattering and a low fractional experimental uncertainty of the binding energies. We simultaneously fit the four relevant scattering-length functions (a S s (k), a T s (k), a S p (k), a T p (k)) from 32 energy levels on a large set of PECs. The zero-energy values of the scattering-length functions contain only a fraction of the information that affects the vibrational energy levels. In particular, the exact dependence of the a i l (k) near shape resonances strongly affects the levels, especially in the multiple-GHz-deep, inner wells around 600a 0 . States in these wells would carry signatures of the relativistic splitting of the triplet 3 P J=0,1,2 scattering channels [21] . While in Rb this dependence is much weaker than in Cs, at the experimental accuracy of the present study, we expect to observe this dependence in the future.
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